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ABSTRACT

The recent Meltdown and Spectre attacks took the community by surprise. These attacks do not exploit an incorrect implementation of the ISA – rather, they leverage the undocumented implementation-specific speculation behavior of high-performance microarchitectures to affect the extra-architectural state of the machine (e.g., caches).

Inspired by these novel speculation-based attacks, we argue it is time to rethink the traditional ISA layers. Programmers and security professionals need a framework to reason about the effects of speculation and other microarchitectural performance optimizations. We propose judiciously extending the ISA to include the extra-architectural state so that an ISA implementation either completely squashes all system state changes caused by mis-specified instructions or the potential changes are rigorously documented. We hope this new framework will give architects and security researchers tools to reduce the likelihood of future surprise vulnerabilities.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Security has become a first-order design constraint. The software development community has already recognized this, and it is now clear computer architecture must also design systems with security in mind. However, this requires revisiting decades-old hardware development patterns.

Many of the architectural innovations that have driven the increase in compute capability for the past 50 years were designed ignoring their security implications. For instance, caches [3, 19], branch predictors [4], and even pipelines [10] can be used as communication side-channels, and recently Meltdown [17] and Spectre [16] showed how attackers can leverage processors’ speculative execution hardware to induce applications to leak secret information, without even needing to exploit any “bugs” in the hardware. Meltdown and Spectre cause instructions to execute that should not execute. However, the architectural state of these processors is never incorrect by today’s definition of the ISA. Instead, these transiently executed instructions affect structures outside of the current definition of the architectural state causing information leakage.

There has been significant work providing hardware support for making software more secure (e.g., Intel TXT and SGX [7, 11], ARM TrustZone [9], and many others), providing software support for using insecure hardware (e.g., microcode changes [1] and runtime support [14, 15]), and closing hardware vulnerabilities (e.g., side-channels [10, 26], network processors [27], and information flow tracking [21, 22]). Still, computer architects design for performance first and rarely consider the security implications of performance optimizations, since it is unlikely that consumers will be happy if they are told they must give up performance enhancements in order to make their machines more secure. Recent events have demonstrated that this has to change, and that architects must address this issue immediately.

Figure 1 shows the incredibly successful layered architecture of modern systems. This approach allows software developers and hardware engineers to innovate separately at a much faster rate than they could if they synchronized at every step. However, these recent attacks have shown some of the “invisible” optimizations in the microarchitecture layer are in fact visible and can be exploited.

By strictly separating the programmers from the hardware implementation, they lose visibility into potential side-effects of instruction execution. The architectural “state” of the machine has
long been defined as all the information necessary to correctly save and restart a process. Unfortunately, this is an inadequate definition from a security standpoint. Ideally, for a given hardware implementation of an ISA a security researcher needs to understand all the changes to any hardware structure shared by one or more processes. Currently, there is no way for security researchers to do this because many structures (caches, buffers, etc.) are not part of the architectural state. Thus, there needs to be a better framework to enable reasoning about potential security vulnerabilities.

We argue it is time to rethink the definition of the ISA to include both the architectural state and the extra-architectural state (see Figure 1). This will require the hardware manufacturers to either explicitly identify all of the various structures in the system that may be affected by a particular instruction or ensure the instruction does not modify any structures in an undefined way. Security experts and programmers can then use this information to design safer and more secure applications.

In this paper, we focus on speculation-based attacks like Meltdown and Spectre as a case study. Current architectures use three techniques to ensure speculation does not affect the architectural state: preventing, undoing, and specifying speculative architectural state changes. We discuss these techniques, examples of extending these ideas to the extra-architectural state, and potential changes to ISA definitions to reduce the likelihood of future speculation-based attacks.

2 SPECULATION-BASED ATTACKS

Meltdown and Spectre induce the processor to execute transient instructions – instructions that execute during mis-speculation and are then invalidated/squashed – which affect system state that is not part of the architectural definition. We define the system state that is not part of the architectural definition as the extra-architectural state (Figure 1). The extra-architectural state includes any structure that is potentially visible to other processes (addresses present in the cache, the branch predictor state, etc.).

In the case of Meltdown and Spectre, the transient instructions cause changes to the addresses in the L1 cache. The addresses held in the cache are not part of the architectural state, since caches are logically invisible to the programmer. However, changes to the extra-architectural state are detectable by an attacker because the cache state is shared between multiple actors.

For these extra-architectural state attacks to be successful two things must occur:

1. The attacker causes a modification to the extra-architectural state and this modification is based on a secret.
2. The attacker can perceive the extra-architectural state change.

The code below shows an example code snippet that is vulnerable to the Spectre attack [16], specifically the bounds check bypass attack (Spectre-V1).

```c
if (x < array1_size)
    array2[array1[x] * 512];
```

In this example, the branch predictor is primed to assume the branch is not taken (x < array1.size is true). Then, the attacker uses a specially crafted x, the branch is predicted not taken, and the next line (array2[array1[x] * 512];) is transiently executed, reading a value outside of the bounds of array1 and accessing memory (array2[...]) based on the secret data value. While the speculation hardware eventually correctly recovers and squashes the transient instructions, they have already affected the extra-architectural state. Specifically, the address in array2 that is evicted from the cache depends on the value of the out-of-bounds accesses, leaking secret information.

This attack meets the two requirements defined above. First, the attacker causes a modification to the extra-architectural state (i.e., the addresses in the L1 cache). Then, this change is perceived by the attacker by using a flush-and-probe technique to detect the currently cached address.

Meltdown similarly leverages the transient instructions that execute under a mis-speculation, although it exploits the fact that some speculative implementations delay memory address permission checks and allow transient instructions to access privileged addresses.

**Proposed mitigations**

Mitigations for Meltdown and Spectre were announced at the same time as the vulnerabilities were made public. Kernel page table isolation (KPTI) mitigates meltdown by separating the kernel page table from the user-mode page table [13]. The x86 ISA defines that it is illegal to speculate past a write to the page table pointer (CR3). Thus, a correct implementation of the ISA will prevent any speculative state change from loads to a higher privilege level blocking the Meltdown behavior.

There are two documented versions of Spectre with different mitigation strategies. First, to mitigate the bound check bypass attack described above (Spectre-V1), Intel, ARM, and AMD have proposed adding new instructions or changing current instructions to ensure the code after the branch does not execute speculatively [1, 2, 12]. To mitigate Spectre-V1, programmers (possibly with the help of static analysis techniques) must insert an LFENCE instruction after each bounds check to prevent any following instructions from being speculatively executed. This is an example of exposing the extra-architectural state to the ISA and allowing systems programmers and security experts to reason about how to prevent attacks.

Second, to mitigate the branch target injection attack (Spectre-V2), Intel and ARM have proposed adding instructions to flush the
branch target buffer (BTB) [1, 12]. Then, the system can proactively flush the BTB if it believes there is a chance to attack the program. Again, this mitigation technique exposes some of the extra-architectural state to the systems-level programmer by adding new instructions and new machine-specific configuration registers.

There are two new versions of these attacks, MeltdownPrime and SpectrePrime [23] that use cache coherence messages as the side channel instead of the shared L1 data cache. The current proposed mitigation techniques also apply to these versions of the speculation attacks since the mitigation techniques focuses on limiting when the processor can speculate, not on the specific side channel used.

These mitigations allow low-level software developers (e.g., systems and compiler writers) to modify their software to protect it from Meltdown and Spectre. However, the behavior that was triggered by these attacks is still not formally documented. There is no reason to think there are not other, similar, speculation-based attacks that may be found in the future. For example, might it be possible to trick the prefetcher into reading data for an attacker? As long as instructions change the extra-architectural state in ways that are undocumented and observable, vulnerabilities will exist.

3  RETHINKING THE ISA

Out of order superscalar architectures employ a variety of techniques to prevent possible incorrect program execution that can arise from speculation. These techniques fall three main categories.

1. Prevent speculative state change. Example: Stores to memory. Once the processor issues a write to memory, it may be prohibitively difficult for the write to be undone. Thus, all speculative stores are inserted into a store queue and are not issued to memory until the store instruction is committed (i.e., is not speculative).

2. Undo speculative state change. Example: Register writes. Most speculative processors use register renaming to reduce data hazards. Used in conjunction with a reorder-buffer (ROB), this allows the processor to undo any register writes that occur during a mis-speculation.

3. Specify speculative state change. Example: Relaxed consistency. There are cases where performance can be significantly improved if the non-speculative semantics of the application are relaxed. One example is the memory consistency model that specifies the possible interleavings of memory accesses from multiple processors. By allowing a non-sequential interleaving, processors can use load and store buffers, significantly increasing performance.

We argue these techniques must be extended to cover both the architectural state and the extra-architectural state. Below, we discuss an example of how to accomplish this goal.

Figure 2: Performance for disabling all speculation and disabling speculative loads compared to full speculation (higher is better).

3.1  Prevent speculative state change

3.1.1  Straw man: Disabling speculation. The simplest way to bring the ISA definition in line with the microarchitecture implementation is to remove speculation. We performed a very preliminary simulation to estimate the performance effects of removing speculation from modern out-of-order processors. We used the gem5 architecture simulator [8] and ran each SPEC workload for 500 million instructions after warming up for 200 million instructions.

Figure 2 shows the performance hit for disabling speculation is dramatic. We disabled speculation by marking every instruction as serializing which forces all previous instructions to commit before issuing the current instruction. Disabling speculation in general causes an average 17× performance hit for the SPECfloat workloads and a 10× performance reduction for SPECint.

We also investigated disabling speculation only for load instructions. This would neutralize the Meltdown and Spectre attacks, but may not be strong enough to eliminate all speculation-based attacks. Disabling speculation for only loads has less of an impact on performance, although we still see an average 4.9× slowdown for SPECfloat and a 3.3× slowdown for SPECint.

3.1.2  Hardware-only change: Speculative load buffer. Figure 3 shows two systems with the proposed speculative load buffer. The SLB on the miss side of the cache (Figure 3a) prevents speculative
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3 There are software techniques to isolate indirect branches from speculation proposed as well (e.g., "retpoline" [25]).
loads that affect the extra-architectural state of the cache. Any loads that miss in the cache are not allowed to access the rest of the memory system until they are no longer speculative, similar to a store buffer. The SLB can be placed behind the cache and is only used on cache misses since cache hits do not change the extra-architectural state of the cache (i.e., the addresses currently present in the cache).

We present the SLB as an example of a hardware change that eliminates speculative extra-architectural state changes. Unfortunately, while the SLB may increase security transparency to the programmer, like eliminating speculation, it likely will cause performance degradation. We are currently evaluating the performance impact of the SLB.

3.2 Undo speculative state change

A higher-performing solution to Meltdown and Spectre than disabling speculation or the miss-side SLB is to ensure that the extra-architectural state change caused by loads is undone if the load is mis-speculated. Traditionally, architects have not worried about the impact of speculative loads since the state is only affected when the value is written into an architectural register, and speculative loads can be undone by simply squashing the register write. However, loads affect the cache state, which is part of the extra-architecture state. Therefore, we also need to have the ability to “undo” the cache insertions.

Figure 3b shows an insert-side SLB. The insert-side SLB logically extends the idea of the reorder buffer (ROB) into the cache. This speculative load buffer is modeled after the prefetch buffer that is already part of many cache designs. For speculative loads, instead of inserting new lines into the cache as soon memory responds, the data is inserted into the speculative load buffer. Only when the instruction commits is it allowed to move into the cache. We can rollback mis-speculated loads by invalidating entries in the speculative load buffer whenever the corresponding entry is invalidated in the ROB. In order to ensure that the speculative load buffer is not also part of the extra-architectural state, it must not be shared between processes. To cover lower level caches and cache coherence side channels, we can either further extend this idea, disallow sharing of lower level caches (e.g., via cache partitioning), or create a special prefetch-like memory request that does not invalidate other cache’s cache lines.

The speculative load buffer does not eliminate all cache side channels, but it is an example of how extending the ISA definition to include extra-architectural state allows designers to reason about ways to reduce the vulnerability space.

3.3 Specify speculative state change

We believe a more general approach to closing these speculative execution vulnerabilities is to have the ISA explicitly specify the effects of an instruction on both the architectural state and the extra-architectural state. This includes the possible instruction interleaveing allowed by a specific microarchitectural implementation of speculation and any effects on shared structures (caches, branch predictors, etc.).

The state of ISAs today is similar in spirit to the state of ISAs before formal memory consistency models. For many years, ISAs used prose and details of the microarchitectural implementation to incompletely describe their memory model [20]. However, ISA creators have realized that formality is important and have since provided formal memory models [24].

Similarly, we believe that speculation should be formally specified. Like the inflection point of going from uniprocessors to multiprocessors, we are at an inflection point today where security is now a first-order design constraint. Not all applications require rigorous security guarantees, but for the applications that do require it, the ISA should provide all of the information necessary.

Manufacturers are moving in this direction in an ad hoc fashion. For instance, Intel’s [1], AMD’s [2], and ARM’s [12] proposed response to Spectre is to implement new instructions which limit speculation on the surrounding instructions. These instructions either cause explicit serialization of the out-of-order pipeline or explicitly flush certain structures (e.g., the branch target buffer) to force non-speculative program execution. This is currently specified using prose and requires understanding the underlying microarchitectural implementation.

The main challenge to exposing the extra-architectural state in the ISA is providing the right interface between the hardware and the programmer. We want an interface that is general. A general interface allows implementations of the ISA to innovate, enables compatibility between different hardware generations, and may simplify programming. However, we also want an interface which contains enough detail so security-minded applications are not required to put a fence between every single instruction.

It is not obvious how to apply these contradictory requirements to extra-architectural state. For instance, it is likely too specific for the ISA to specify the number of sets and ways of the cache. Instead, ISAs could use a model like the value in cache lifetime (ViCL) which abstracts away the specific cache design and only represents cache insertions and evictions [18]. ViCL is currently used for validating memory consistency models and was used to discover new types of speculation attacks [23]. Similar models may be appropriate for other caching structures that are part of the extra-architectural state (e.g., branch predictor).

3.4 Combinations of the above

There are many possible ways to combine the three techniques described above when extending the ISA to cover the extra-architectural state. We are currently investigating combinations of these approaches and how they interact with hardware, software, operating system, and compiler design.

Importantly, not all applications have strict security requirements and applications with more lax requirements should be able to use all of the potential performance of speculative architectures. One potential approach is specifying the security level of applications. This could be implemented by adding more security rings to the processor. Currently, most systems use three levels of security rings: user-mode, kernel-mode, and hypervisor-mode. Another ring could be added for applications that process secret data, and the
hardware would guarantee that there is no speculative state change while in this ring (by disabling speculation or disabling caches while the processor is executing in the “secret” ring, for example). This would potentially limit the most negative performance impacts to applications that do not have rigorous security requirements.

3.5 Research directions
The main research questions we are pursuing are how to specify speculative state change and what changes to specify. By extending the ISA to include more state, there is a significant burden placed on the programmer. On the other hand, using the approach of preventing/undoing all changes in the hardware will increase design complexity and could cause performance regressions.

We are currently investigating the tradeoffs between software complexity, hardware complexity, performance, and vulnerability to choose which speculative state changes to allow, to undo, and to specify. We can leverage prior work on memory consistency models [5] as a starting point for specifying speculative state change. Models like sequential consistency for data-race free programs [6] that have simple semantics in the common case but allow for many performance optimizations are a good example of finding the right tradeoff between complexity and expressiveness.

4 CONCLUSION
In this paper we have proposed a framework which will allow architects, system software writers, and security experts to better design and mitigate speculation-based attacks like Meltdown and Spectre. We discussed how in today’s security-first era enforcing only “functional correctness” is not enough. We believe ISAs need to expand the definition of “correctness” to include the entire state of the system by specifying the speculative state changes to both the architectural and extra-architectural state. This will allow programmers and security professionals to reason about when applications should and should not allow speculation.

The separation of the architecture definition (ISA) from the microarchitectural implementation allowed families of machines to be developed, and was a tremendous commercial success. However, given the increasing importance of security, it may be time to rethink the traditional hardware-software interface. If the total behavior of the processor is more rigorously described, security researchers have a far better chance to catch future vulnerabilities before they make it into products.
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